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Optimization problems constrained by PDEs are challenging from a computational
point of view: for parabolic PDE constraints, one needs to solve a system of PDEs
coupled globally in time and space, and time-stepping methods quickly reach their lim-
itations due to the enourmous demand for storage. For such a coupled PDE system,
adaptive methods which aim at distributing the available degrees of freedom in an a-
posteriori-fashion to capture singularities in the data or domain, with respect to both
space and time, appear to be most promising. Even more challenging are problems
constrained by PDEs involving (countably many) parametric or stochastic coefficients:
for each instance of the parameters, this requires the solution of the control problem.
Already for a single random variable in the diffusion coefficient, the computational ex-
pense is enormous: each realization of this variable in a Monte-Carlo simulation with M
draws requires the solution of the control problem.

In order to tackle this problem, we first show, based on [1], for the control problems
with evolution PDEs considered above that state and control are analytic as functions
depending on these parameters. This allows for a simultaneous generalized polynomial
chaos approximation of the state and the costate/control. Then we show how to derive
from this result a sparse adaptive tensor-wavelet scheme with a guaranteed accuracy in
optimal complexity both with respect to the number of unknowns approximating the
stochastic parameters as well as for space and time [2].
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